TRANSPORT INFORMATION
FREE TRAVEL FOR SUMMIT PARTICIPANTS

MOTEL ONE POST
Grimmaischer Steinweg 1 · 04103 Leipzig · Germany
public transport

to city centre - suburban train (20 mins in total)
  • S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 2, S 5, S 5x or S 6
  • Start: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station
  • Stop: “Hauptbahnhof” train station (Underground) (every 30 minutes)

to CCL - suburban train (15 mins in total)
  • S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 2, S 5, S 5x or S 6
  • Start: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station
  • Stop: “Leipzig Messe” train station (every 30 minutes)

organised shuttle bus service (May 23 and 24)

Bus Shuttle line “Centre”
  • Bus Shuttle departs 10 minutes after scheduled arrival of flights and stops at the designated stop “Centre” in city centre.
  (Departure time: approx. 23:20)
TRANSPORT FROM CITY CENTRE TO SUMMIT VENUE

public transport

tram to CCL (20 mins in total)
- Line 16, towards Messegelände
- Start: “Augustusplatz” tram stop
- Stop: “Messegelände” tram stop
  (every 10 minutes from 03:45 a.m. to 00:24 a.m.)

suburban train to CCL (10 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 2, S 5, S 5X or S 6
- Start: “Hauptbahnhof” train station (Underground)
- Stop: “Leipzig Messe” train station
  (every 15 minutes from 03:41 a.m. to 00:20 a.m.)

organised shuttle bus service (May 24 to 26)

Bus Shuttle “Augustusplatz”: at designated stop “Augustusplatz”
- Departure times:
  - 07:05 (Thursday May 25 only)
  - 08:05  · 08:25  · 08:45
  - 09:05  · 09:25
  - 07:25  · 07:45
DIRECTIONS FROM HOTEL TO SUMMIT VENUE
TRANSPORT FROM SUMMIT VENUE TO CITY CENTRE

public transport

to city centre - tram (20 mins in total)
- Line 16, towards Lößnig
- Start: “Messegelände” tram stop
- Stop: City centre “Augustusplatz” (every 10 minutes)

to city centre - suburban train (10 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 2, S 5, S 5X or S 6
- Start: “Leipzig Messe” train station
- Stop: City centre “Hauptbahnhof” train station (Underground) (every 15 minutes)

map at CCL
TRANSPORT FROM SUMMIT VENUE TO CITY CENTRE

organised shuttle bus service (May 24 and 25)

- Departure times on Wednesday, May 24 to Presidency Reception (KONGRESSHALLE am Zoo Leipzig):
  - 18:00 · 18:05 · 18:10 · 18:15 · 18:20 · 18:25
  - 18:30 · 18:35 · 18:40 · 18:45 · 18:50 · 18:55
  - 19:00 · 19:05 · 19:10 · 19:15

- Departure times on Thursday, May 25 after Gala Dinner (Glass Hall):
  - 21:00 · 21:30
  - 22:00 · 22:30
  - 23:00 · 23:30
  - 00:00 · 00:30
  - 01:00
public transport

from city centre - suburban train (20 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 5, S 5x
- Start: “Hauptbahnhof” train station
- Stop: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station (every 30 minutes)

from CCL - suburban train (15 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 5, S 5x
- Start: “Leipzig Messe” train station
- Stop: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station (every 30 minutes)
GOOD BYE AND WELCOME 2024!

MARK YOUR DIARY WITH THE DATES FOR THE 2024 SUMMIT.

22–24 May 2024
Leipzig · Germany

Download easy.Go free app for local public transport in central Germany in your Apple store or Google Play store.